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In every case in America where a judge has found evidence of “Dirty Laundry” to exist,
criminal punishment under the law existed. The punishment usually carries aggravated
punishment based upon some sophisticated method of operating in concert for the specific
purpose of illegal acts: The “Dirty Laundry” stated to exist by Federal Judge Jennifer L. Thurston
of case No. 1:10-00285 (JLT), still exist as known violations being actively concealed in violation
of federal law.

Dirty Laundry usually is defined under corruption exposing a long period of intentional
secret operations by an organization of people committing acts not usually detected until
exposed. This conclusion by a federal judge of the received evidence of admissions by
employees of this government entity is still recorded as a conclusion and evidence of known
illegal acts. This evidence, the acts that define “Dirty Laundry” are multiple individual violations
still concealed after reported to oversight agencies. The individual human rights violated, the
multiple civil rights violations, the federal law violations, exist with no consequences after being
reported consecutively for around ten years.

However considered, the federal judge came to the conclusion that the evidence of
wrongdoing as violations under the law, or in regards to separate individuals as a class. That
these violations are to be concealed regardless of the legal injuries suffered, or the effects of
such injuries that block access to the courts for prisoners seeking justice or freedom.

As public evidence of injustice, and actions to cure active concealment of such violations
by a court or oversight agency has taken place. No responses from the F.B.I., Government
Accountability Office, etc. has taken place against any of the people involved leaving the
suffering under acts that prevent a class of prisoners from obtaining relief from a court.
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